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Abstract: This paper focuses on the effect of transformer parameters and a line reactor on distribution of power flows in a
high-voltage substation and transmission lines. Four case studies that have different values of transformer parameters including
rated power, short-circuit impedance and reactance/resistance ratio are supposed in this research. Basing on power flows on
transformers in case of the parallel operation, load factor of each transformer and operating parameters are considered in above
case studies. Moreover, a line reactor is proposed in this paper to regulate power flows in a system having two power sources.
Four operating modes of the proposed line reactor are defined by changing on/off states of switches in this device to modify
the value of impedance. The effect of the line reactor on power received from sources and power flows on transmission lines is
evaluated in its all modes. Research results are carried out by the ETAP 16.0 software and present high accuracy and reliability
for the proposed problems. Research contributions help dispatchers understand the essence of power transmission process,
solve real problems and give out effective solutions to operate high-voltage systems.
Keywords: Line Reactor, Parallel Operation, Transformer Parameter, ETAP Software, Power Flow, Voltage Angle,
Voltage Module

1. Introduction
Transmission systems are composed by power lines and
substations, where power substations have some
transformers. The dispatch center in each power system
regulates power flows in whole system under the support of
the supervisory control and data acquisition and expert
system to analyze all system parameters fast [1]. This center
intervenes voltage module and angle and some controllable
devices to regulate power flows in whole system, including
both in power substations and on power lines.
In power substations, the best method to operate
transformers is parallel because it can help toequilibrium
power load and prolong life time for all devices. All
transformers in the substation must be completely met the
similar in rated voltage at primary and secondary sides, group
of
winding,
short-circuit
impedance
(Z%),
reactance/resistance (X/R) ratio [2, 3]. In real operating
process, there are some differences of transformer parameters
because of activating on-load tap changer or replacing one of

transformers when having any faults related to transformers
[4, 5]. They lead to the difference of power flows on
transformers and affect to the reliability of relaying
protection.
In transmission system, both voltage angle and module can
be controlled to regulate power flows on transmission lines
but only voltage angle is the best choice due to the limitation
of rated voltage. In real operating process, the difference of
voltage angle between sources is able to reach to a large
value while switching circuit breakers that affects badly to
device insulator and electric quality. Some flexible
alternating current transmission system (FACTS) devices
such as static var compensator, static synchronous
compensator, unified power flow controller,... were proposed
to solve this problem [6-9]. They can help to meet the
requirement of compensative power or regulate voltage
angle. This solution has also had some disadvantages because
sources are governed by generators, line and types of electric
load. Moreover, it makes high cost to place these devices in
whole system and does not bring economic benefit because
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the number of switching sources in high-voltage grids is very
small. Line reactors that have low cost and can help to limit
switched current were proposed to in medium voltage grids
[10-14]. They can be applied to insert a reactance to a line
that can change voltage angle. Due to this principle, line
reactors are able to apply in high-voltage grids when
combined switching devices. Up to now, there has not had
any research about these devices in high-voltage grids so it
needs to evaluate the their effect on the distribution of power
flows in whole system.
A simulation tool that has been often used to analyze
power system in steady state recently is ETAP software, a
production of Operation Technology Inc. It has many blocks
to simulate generators, transformers, power lines, electric
load, renewable sources, swing source,... It is a strong and
reliable tool using the adaptive Newton-Raphson method to
completely and accurately determine all operating parameters
such as bus voltage (module and angle), active and reactive
power flows on lines,... [15, 16]. Due to this reason, ETAP
software will be used as a reliable solution to evaluate
proposed research problems.
Because of above analysis, it needs to have more detail
evaluations about the effect of transformer parameters and
line reactors on the distribution of power flows. All problems
will be make more clear in this paper by simulating a system
on ETAP software corresponding to different case studies

and operating states. In the next section, a power system with
the presence of lines and a power substation having double
two-winding transformers is constructed a research object in
this paper. Section III will give out some simulation results to
evaluate the effect of transformer parameters on power flows
in the substation. Case studies in this section will consider
the difference of transformer parameters. The effect of a line
reactor with different impedance values on power flows
going on lines will be simulated and evaluated in section IV.
The last section will present some conclusions and
contributions.

2. Distribution of Power Flows in a
System with the Presence of a
High-Voltage Substation
A high-voltage system with double two-winding
transformers, sources, power lines and a line reactor is
proposed in Figure 1. All sources in Figure 1 are swing
generations that can meet power as requirement of load and
maintain stably for whole system. All lines in Figure 1
characterize distances between grids and loads. They also
link sources (Grid 1 and Grid 2), transformers (T1 and T2)
and loads.

Figure 1. Single-line diagram of the system.

In almost power substations, transformer parameters are
often designed the same and transformers are often worked in
parallel to ensure the reliability and the same working life for
all devices. Circuit breakers (SW) play an important role to
switch sources providing electric to loads. In opened lines
such as line 1-8 or line 1-6, active and reactive power is only
transferred in one direction from a source to load. In lines

connecting two sources, active and reactive power flows can
be bidirectional depending on source parameters and the
presence of the line reactor as depicted in Figure 2, where
blue arrows present active power flows, brown arrows
present reactive power flows and direction of narrow presents
positive value.
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Figure 2. Distribution of power flows in the system.

To evaluate the difference of power flowsin the substation,
some case studies related to transformer parameters are
considered and presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Case studies related to transformer parameters.
Case studies
Rated power is
the same
Rated power is
different

1
2
3
4

Z% and X/R ratio are the same
Z% is the same and X/R ratio is different
Z% is the same
Z% is different

To regulate power flows in lines, the line reactor is
designed to limit switching current when synchronizing two
sources. The power circuit of the proposed line reactor is
described in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Power circuit of line reactor.

Due to having multi-level structure with SWs and reactor
blocks (presented by X1 and X2 reactance), its reactance can
be regulated by changing on/off states of SWs. Moreover,
SWs can be operated in a logic method to create the largest
number of operating modes corresponding to different
operating requirements.

3. Evaluate the Effect of Transformer
Parameters on Power Flows in the
Substation
To evaluate the effect of transformer parameters,
transformers work in parallel and the state of SW1-8 is off. It
means that the substation is only supplied power from Grid 1.
Parameters of sources, lines and loads are represented in
Table 2, Table 3and Table 4.

Table 2. Source parameters.
Source name
Grid 1
Grid 2

Type
swing
swing

Voltage magnitude
115.5 kV
115.5 kV

Voltage angle
10 degree
2 degree

Table 3. Line parameters.
Line name
Line 1-1
Line 1-2
Line 1-4
Line 1-6
Line 1-8

Length
(km)
30
30
20
20
20

Resistance
(Ω
Ω/km)
0.087
0.174002
0.174002
0.174002
0.087

Reactance
(Ω
Ω/km)
0.185826
0.398161
0.398161
0.398161
0.185826

Admittance
(S/km)
0.0000063
0.0000029
0.0000029
0.0000029
0.0000063

Table 4. Load parameters.
Line name
Load 3-1
Load 3-2
Load 3-3
Load 3-4
Load 1-1
Load 1-2

Active power
19.3
14.5
21.3
8.53
51.3
25.7

Reactive power
5.43
4.07
5.97
5.29
31.8
15.9

Power flow on each transformer is determined by using
ETAP software in case studies as shown in Table 1. They
have some difference between rated power, Z% and X/R
ratio.
3.1. Transformers Having the Same Value of Rated Power
Detail parameters for transformers to simulate on ETAP
software are represented in Table 5.
Table 5. Transformer parameters in case studies having the same value of
rated power.
Case
study
1
2

Transformer
name
T1 and T2
T1
T2

Voltage
ratio

Rated
power

Z%

110/35

40
MVA

12.5

X/R
ratio
45
45
20

Tap
setting
2.5%
2.5%
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Values of active, reactive and apparent power flow on each
transformer are shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Power flows on transformers in case studies having the samevalue
of rated power.
Case
study
1
2

Transformer
name
T1 and T2
T1
T2

Active power
(MW)
31.9
31.7
32.1

Reactive
power (MVAr)
14
14.4
13.5

Apparent
power (MVA)
34.83
34.8
34.8

In case study 1, values of active, reactive and apparent
power are completely similar because of completely similar
transformer parameters. In case study 2, values of active and
reactive power on the transformer having smaller value of

X/R ratio are larger than values on the other transformer. It
means that the smaller value of X/R ratio is, the larger values
of power flow on transformers is. Simulation results for
whole system in case study 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 4
and Figure 5. In both these case studies, value of power
supplied from grid 1 is 64.7+j27.6MVA and from grid 2 is
78.8+j46.9MVA. It is easy to see that supplied power from
grid 1 is completely equal to total power on transformers and
supplied power from grid 2 is equal to total power of load1-1,
load1-2 and power loss in lines. Power from source 2 could
not be transferred to the substation due to the off state of
SW1-8. Furthermore, the balance of load requirement and
power on transformer is always ensured.

Figure 4. Simulation results for whole system in case study 3.

Figure 5. Simulation results for whole system in case study 4.
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3.2. Transformers Having Different Value of Rated Power
Detail parameters for transformers to simulate on ETAP
software are represented in Table 7. Values of active, reactive
and apparent power flow on each transformer are shown in
Table 8.
Table 7. Transformer parameters in case studies having different values of
rated power.
Case
study
3
4

Transformer Voltage
name
ratio
T1
T2
110/35
T1
T2

Rated power
(MVA)
40
25
40
25

Z%

X/R
ratio

Tap
setting

12.5

45

2.5%

12.5
10

45
20

2.5%

Table 8. Power flows on transformers in case studies having different values
of rated power.
Case
study
3
4

Transformer
name
T1
T2
T1
T2

Active
power
(MW)
39.1
24.4
35.6
28.1

Reactive
power
(MVAr)
18.3
11.4
16.6
12.2

Apparent
power
(MVA)
43.1
27
39.3
30.7

Load
factor
1.08
1.08
0.98
1.23

Simulation results for whole system in case study 3 and 4
are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Figure 6. Simulation results for whole system in case study 3.

Figure 7. Simulation results for whole system in case study 4.
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In both these case studies, values of power flows on
transformers are large different corresponding to the value of
rated power. In case study 3, load factors of power flows on
transformers are completely similar due to the similar value
of X/R ratio although the values of rated power are the same.
In case study 4, load factors of power flows on transformers
are completely different, where the larger value of rated
power is, the smaller value of load factor is. It means that Z
and X/R ratio play an important role to restrict power flows
on transformers. In both these case studies, value of power
supplied from grid 1 is 64.5+j29.3MVA and from grid 2 is
78.5+j46.9MVA. It is easy to see that supplied power from
grid 1 is also completely equal to total power on transformers
and supplied power from grid 2 is also equal to total power of
load1-1, load1-2 and power loss in lines. Power from source
2 could not be transferred to the substation due to the on state
of SW1-8. Furthermore, the balance of load requirement and
power on transformer is always ensured.
Through simulation process, we also recognize the
difference of voltage angle at primary and secondary sides in
these case studies although parameters of source 1 is fixed.
Voltage angle at the primary side in case study 1 is 8.74 degree
and in case study 2 is 13.74 degree. Voltage angle at the
secondary side in case study 1 is 3.13 degree and in case study
2 is 8.15 degree. Voltage angle at the primary side in case
study 3 is 8.77 degree and in case study 4 is 13.75 degree.
Voltage angle at the secondary side in case study 3 is 1.8
degree and in case study 4 is 7.44 degree. Compared case
study 1 and 3, values of rated power affects much to voltage
angle at the secondary side of transformers. Compared case
study 2 and 4, values of rated power do not affect much to
voltage angle at the secondary side of transformers. Generally,
values of rated power, Z and X/R ratio cause to reduce the

value of voltage angle at primary and secondary sides of
transformers and affect much to power flows on transformers.
These simulation results in case studies from 1 to 4 presented
the reliability of ETAP software to analyze power systems.

4. Evaluate the Effect of the Line
Reactor on Power Flows in the System
To evaluate the effect of a line reactor on power flows in
whole system, the state of SW1-8 is converted from off state
to on state and a line reactor is placed in series on line 1-4. It
means that load requirement can be met by both sources.
Parameters of sources, loads and lines were shown in Table
2, Table 3 and Table 4. Parameters of the line reactor are
represented in Table 9.
Table 9. Parameters of line reactor.
Block name
X1
X2

Rated current
500
500

Impedance (Ω
Ω)
50
30

X/R ratio
100/0.5
100/0.5

To operate the line reactor, its operating modes can be
created by combining on/off states of SW1-R, SW1-L, SW2R andSW2-L. These modes will contribute different values
of reactance to the system as depicted in Table 10.
Table 10. Operating modes of line reactor.
Mode
1
2
3
4

SW1-R
Close
Open
Open
Close

SW2-R
Close
Close
Close
Open

Figure 8. Simulation results in mode 1 ofthe line reactor.

SW1-L
Open
Open
Close
Open

SW2-L
Open
Close
Open
Close

Impedance
0
80 Ω
50 Ω
30 Ω
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In mode 1, value of reactance contributing to the system is 0
(the same as not using the line reactor). Simulation results to
analyze the system in this mode are shown in Figure 8. In this
mode, source 1 generated 164.4 MW active power and
received 0.998MVAr reactive power while source 2 received
11.2 MW active power and generated 98MVArreactive power.
After switching state of SW1-8, grid 1 and grid 2 changes
operating states: grid 1 received reactive power and grid 2
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received active power. It means that in system without
contributing reactance of the line reactor, voltage angle of
sources can affect much to power flows, change operation state
from generating power to consuming power. Power flow on
line1-1 also increased over the thermal limitation of this line.
The line reactor contributed 80 Ω in mode 2, 50 Ω in mode
3, 30 Ω in mode 4 to the system. Simulation results in these
modes are represented in Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11.

Figure 9. Simulation results in mode 2 of the line reactor.

Figure 10. Simulation results in mode 3 of the line reactor.
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Figure 11. Simulation results in mode 4 of the line reactor.

Values of power flows generating from sources and on the
line reactor are represented in Table 11.
Table 11. Power flows from sources and on line reactor.
Mode
1
2
3
4

Source 1
164.4 - j0.998
92.1 + j28.7
102.8+j27.5
115.8 + j24.7

Source 2
-11.2 + j98
52+j52.1
42 + j55.8
30 + j61.5

Line reactor
95.4 - j37.8
26.6 - j0.743
36.9 - j2.78
49.5 - j6.68

In both case studies 2, 3 and 4, both sources generated
active and reactive power because of the effect of the line
reactor. Voltage angle also changed corresponding to the
variation of reactance of the line reactor. Moreover, power
flows on the line 1-1 and line 1-4 reduced to the smallest
value in mode 2. Due to this benefit, the line reactor can help
to reduce the switching current and limit the over thermal
phenomenon in operating process.

contribute different values of reactance. Simulation results
about modes of the line reactor showed that it can help to
regulate power flows on lines, reduce them under thermal
limitation and change voltage angle at buses in whole system.
Research contributions of this paper help operators have
information about operating states that can happen in the
substation whenever having any different transformer
parameters. They also help to reduce wrong response of relaying
protection, power loss in substations and avoid the difference of
both voltage module and angle at the secondary side. Basing on
simulation, dispatchers can suppose some scenarios to
completely evaluate and give out suitable solutions to simulate
response of all units in whole system before executing devices in
real operation process. This paper is an important document to
teach theory and practical for students in power system field and
train operators in real substations.
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